Mixed exercise for future tenses

Fill in the correct future tense – simple present/ present progressive/ will-future / going-to-future. Sometimes, more than one solution can be correct.

Be careful:

Is it

• a prediction

• a plan or

• a timetable?

1. Sandra .............................................................. (play) the violin at the school concert on Friday.
2. I am late and my bus ........................................ (leave) at 7.30.
3. Ten years from now, most cars ............................................ (drive) on their own.
4. Jack and Jill ........................................................ (have) a party on Friday.
5. I think lots of people ..................................................... (come).
6. The train to Birmingham ........................................... (leave) at 9.15 at platform 5 tomorrow.
7. Next week, thousands of people ........................................ (ski) down this hill.
8. This old tree has been dead for some time. It ........................................ (fall over) soon.
9. Hurry up! Our plane ......................................................... (take off) in two hours.
10. Is Linda here yet? No, but I expect she ................................... (arrive) soon.
11. Our coach (Reisebus) to Hamburg ..................................... (leave) Nuremberg in the early morning.
12. A week from now, Bill ...................................................... (go) back to America.